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As the signature manifestation of QCD in high energy nuclear collisions jet production provides
essential tests of that theory. But event-wise jet reconstruction can be complex and susceptible to
measurement bias. And QCD theory in the form of Monte Carlo models of elementary collisions
can also be complex and difficult to test. Therefore, it may be beneficial to construct a simple static
model of jet production in p-p collisions to facilitate data comparisons and model tests. QCD is
a logarithmic theory featuring variations with energy scale as log(s/s0). Jet-related data such as
parton fragmentation functions plotted on logarithmic rapidities exhibit self-similar scaling behavior
which admits an accurate parametrization with only a few parameters. In this study we extend
that method to construct a parametrization of jet (scattered parton) momentum spectra based on
measured logarithmic jet production trends. The parametrization is established with ISR and Spp¯S
jet data and then extrapolated for comparison with Tevatron and LHC jet data. The jet production
model from the present study is also combined with a parametrization of p-p¯ fragmentation functions
to predict the minimum-bias jet fragment contribution to hadron pt spectra. The prediction is
compared with published p-p spectrum data to test the self-consistency of the model.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Qk, 13.87.Fh5
I. INTRODUCTION
Detailed study of jet production in high energy nuclear
collisions has proceeded over more than thirty years [1–
3]. During that period jet-production cross sections and
jet characteristics have been measured with a variety10
of methods over a range of beam energies across sev-
eral experimental contexts [4–11, 13, 14]. Intercompar-
isons of data within a changing experimental landscape
is challenging. It is conventional to compare various as-
pects of jet production with several QCD Monte Carlos15
(MCs) [15–17] including multiple mechanisms and pa-
rameters also evolving with time. Whether a given MC
describes some data or not and to what extent, we can
ask whether the basic jet data are actually sufficiently
structured to test complex QCD MC models.20
As an alternative approach a universal jet production
parametrization based on a few simple principles might
be developed that describes most jet-production data ac-
curately. The parametrization could then be used as a
reference system for comparisons among data sets and25
data/model comparisons. Such a parametrization should
be efficient (few parameters), easy to generate (alge-
braically simple), universal (describing at least a substan-
tial fraction of the jet-related data volume accurately)
and directly related to basic QCD principles.30
In addition to event-wise reconstruction of single jets
jet production includes manifestations in hadron single-
particle spectra and multiparticle correlations. We
can therefore establish a further goal: Any model or
parametrization of jet production should be consistent35
with spectrum and correlation manifestations or be re-
jected. To establish a simple quantitative connection be-
tween jet production and the hadronic final state we com-
bine a parametrization of scattered-parton fragmentation
functions in p-p¯ collisions with a parametrization of par-40
ton (jet) spectra from p-p collisions to describe quantita-
tive aspects of hadron spectra.
In this study we follow a strategy previously applied
to the parametrization of parton fragmentation functions
based on rapidities. We transform measured jet momen-45
tum spectra to a rapidity variable ymax relative to an
offset (jet cutoff energy) and rescale both the cross sec-
tions and jet rapidities according to the beam rapidity.
After transformation the jet data fall on a single Gaus-
sian locus that forms the basis for the parametrization.50
The jet spectrum parametrization from this study is
combined with a fragmentation function parametrization
to predict the minimum-bias jet contribution to hadron
spectra (spectrum hard component). Quantitative cor-
respondence with data lends support to the jet produc-55
tion parametrization. The success of the jet-production
model for p-p collision energies below 1 TeV and system-
atic deviations from the model at higher beam energies
suggest that the eikonal model as a basis for jet produc-
tion Monte Carlos is questionable at lower energies but60
may be applicable for higher jet and collision energies.
This article is arranged as follows: Sec. II introduces
a parametrized model for jet production and methods
used to define it. Sec. III describes parametrizations of
fragmentation functions (FFs) from e+-e− and p-p¯ colli-65
sions that provide a basis for the jet production model
and are used to predict jet fragment contributions to
hadron spectra. Sec. IV describes the systematics of
dijet production in 200 GeV p-p collisions that provide
one basis for energy scaling of jet production. Sec. V70
describes the unique UA1 low-energy jet spectrum data
that provide another basis for jet production modeling.
Sec. VI compares a calculated mean fragment distribu-
tion derived from the jet model in this study and p-p¯
FFs with 200 GeV p-p spectrum hard component data.75
Sec. VII compares the jet production model from this
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2study with higher-energy jet data from the Tevatron and
LHC. Secs. VIII and IX present Discussion and Summary.
II. PARAMETRIZED PRODUCTION MODEL
In high energy nuclear collisions experimental evi-
dence [18–22] and theoretical arguments [23, 24] indi-5
cate that most jets are produced at low energies (near
3 GeV), and low-energy jets make substantial contribu-
tions to hadron production, especially in more-central
A-A collisions. Full understanding of nuclear collisions
then depends on an accurate description of jet-related10
hadron production. But theoretical descriptions of low-
energy jet production and fragmentation to hadrons are
still incomplete. As an alternative we can attempt to
develop a simple phenomenological model to serve as an
interface between experiment and theory.15
In this study we establish a self-consistent
parametrized jet spectrum model for low-energy
jets/partons from jet production data. We then combine
the spectrum model with measured FFs from p-p¯
collisions to predict dijet contributions to p-p hadron20
spectra. Jet and fragment production are described
quantitatively down to low-energy limits (on scattering
and fragmentation) which we determine.
The jet production model is based on rapidities. QCD
is a logarithmic theory wherein energy scaling of the form25
log(s/s0) is common, with
√
s0 ↔ Q0 some characteristic
energy scale. The basis for the present model is rapidities
of the form y = ln[(E+p)/mh] ≈ ln(2p/mh) (with hadron
mass mh → mpi for unidentified hadrons) combined as
differences that are equivalent to the form log(s/s0).30
Parton fragmentation to hadron jets and projectile-
nucleon fragmentation (dissociation) to soft hadrons are
similar processes. When measured FFs are plotted on
fragment rapidity for different parton energies the re-
sult is a self-similar ensemble. The FF ensemble can be35
rescaled logarithmically both horizontally and vertically
to bring all FF data onto a single locus, modulo small
variations in the model-function parameters over a large
jet energy interval [25]. The result is a remarkable com-
pression of FF data revealing that very few underlying40
degrees of freedom are actually accessible to or require
theoretical description. The simple two-parameter FF
model is accurate at the percent level and facilitates the-
oretical calculations of jet fragment production [23].
We then argue by analogy that projectile nucleon frag-45
mentation to soft hadrons should also follow a self-similar
logarithmic dependence on projectile energy. We assume
only that small-x partons released by projectile dissoci-
ation in p-p collisions follow a longitudinal distribution
approximately flat near mid-rapidity and falling to zero50
near the beam rapidity. As with FF scaling, changes
in projectile energy should result in distributions with
fixed shape scaling logarithmically both vertically and
horizontally. According to the principle of local parton-
hadron duality [26] the final-state soft-hadron distribu-55
tion should closely follow the small-x parton distribution.
We then require two more elements for the jet produc-
tion model: (a) the systematics of minimum-bias (MB)
dijet production from small-x partons in p-p collisions
and (b) an empirical form of the jet spectrum on par-60
ton rapidity that will serve as the scalable jet spectrum
shape. The first we obtain from previous determination
of a two-component model for 200 GeV p-p collisions [27].
The second is derived from a pioneering study of low-
energy “cluster” production at the Spp¯S [14]. The combi-65
nation results in a universal jet production model relying
on four parameters that accurately describes all jet spec-
trum data for
√
s < 1 TeV down to an observed lower
limit on jet energy near Ejet = 3 GeV. We then com-
bine the jet spectrum model with FFs derived from p-p¯70
collisions to predict the jet fragment contribution to p-p
hadron spectra and compare model predictions to data.
III. PARTON FRAGMENTATION TO JETS
Measured fragmentation functions (FFs) are hadron
fragment distributions on momentum or energy condi-75
tional on leading-parton or jet energy. FFs are derived
from isolated (di)jets reconstructed within high-energy
elementary collisions (e.g. e+-e−, e-p, p-p, p-p¯). Although
the higher-momentum portions of high-energy FFs may
be described by pQCD much of the distribution is not80
amenable to theory and must be measured. FFs are con-
ventionally represented by quantity Dβα(x|Q2) where α
and β represent hadron and parton types, x is the frag-
ment momentum or energy fraction of jet energy Ejet
and Q is the dijet energy scale.85
A. Parton fragmentation in e+-e− collisions
Dijet production can be described in terms of par-
ton energy scale Q = Edijet = 2Ejet. We use ra-
pidity variables y = ln[(E + p)/mpi] (hadron fragment
with total momentum p) and ymax ≡ ln(Q/mpi) (lead-90
ing parton with energy Q/2) to describe e+-e− FFs
with D(y|ymax) ≡ 2dnch,j/dy, the fragment rapidity
density per dijet into 4pi acceptance. Explicit fac-
tor 2 recalls that this quantity represents a dijet frag-
ment multiplicity. The parametrization is D(y|ymax) =95
2nch,j(ymax)β(u; p, q)/ymax, where β(u; p, q) is the unit-
normal (on u) beta distribution, u ≈ y/ymax ∈ [0, 1]
is a normalized rapidity, and parameters p and q (spe-
cific to each quark-hadron combination) are nearly con-
stant over the jet or parton energy interval of inter-100
est [25]. Dijet total multiplicity 2nch,j(ymax) is deter-
mined from the shape of β(u; p, q) (and thus parameters
p and q) by parton energy conservation. Some relations
to conventional quantities are D(y|ymax) ≈ xD(x|Q2)
and ymax − y ≈ ξp = log(1/xp).105
Figure 1 (left panel) shows measured FFs (points)
for three dijet energies derived from e+-e− collisions by
3TASSO [12] and OPAL [13]. The data are of exceptional
quality and extend down to low fragment momentum.
When plotted on fragment rapidity y the FFs show a
self-similar evolution with parton rapidity ymax. The5
solid curves show the FF parametrization developed in
Ref. [25].
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FIG. 1: Left: Fragmentation functions for three dijet ener-
gies from e+-e− collisions [12, 13] plotted on hadron fragment
rapidity y as in Ref. [25] showing self-similar evolution with
parton rapidity ymax. Right: The same data rescaled to unit-
normal distributions on normalized rapidity u. There is a
barely significant evolution with parton energy. The rescaling
result provides the basis for simple and accurate parametriza-
tion.
Figure 1 (right panel) shows the self-similar data in
the left panel plotted on scaled rapidity u = (y −
ymin)/(ymax − ymin) with ymin ≈ 0.35 (p ≈ 50 MeV/c)10
rescaled to unit integral. The solid curves are correspond-
ing beta distributions with parameters p and q nearly
constant over a large jet energy interval. The simple two-
parameter description is accurate to a few percent within
the jet energy interval 3 GeV (ymax ≈ 3.75) to 200 GeV15
(ymax ≈ 8) [25]. FF data for light-quark and gluon jets
are parametrized separately, but the parametrizations for
gluon and quark jets converge near Ejet = 3 GeV. We
find that all minimum-bias jet fragment production can
be described by a few universal parameters in the context20
of logarithmic rapidities.
B. Comparing e+-e− and p-p¯ parton fragmentation
Measured FFs from e+-e− and p-p¯ or p-p collisions for
a given dijet energy scale are quite different. Differences
may arise in part from differences in event-wise jet re-25
construction but also from physical differences in color
connections and other QCD aspects in the two systems.
Figure 2 (left panel) shows FFs for ten dijet energies
from 78 to 573 GeV inferred from 1.8 TeV p-p¯ collisions
(points) using event-wise jet reconstruction [28]. Those30
points sample the published data distributions. The solid
curves are explained below. Comparison with the e+-e−
FF data in Fig. 1 (left panel) indicates that a substan-
tial portion of dijets at lower fragment momenta may be
missing from the reconstructed p-p¯ FFs.35
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FIG. 2: Left: Fragmentation functions for several dijet
energies (points) from p-p¯ collisions at 1.8 TeV [28]. The
solid curves represent a p-p¯ parametrization derived from the
e+-e− parametrization. The dashed curves show the e+-e−
parametrization itself for two energies for comparison. Right:
The ratio of p-p¯ FFs Dpp to corresponding e
+-e− parametriza-
tion values Dee vs fragment rapidity showing the systematic
differences: a common strong suppression below y = 4 (p ≈ 4
GeV/c) for all parton energies and a substantial reduction at
larger fragment rapidities for larger parton energies.
Figure 2 (right panel) shows the ratio of p-p¯ FF data in
the left panel to the e+-e− FF parametrization for each
jet energy, revealing the systematic differences. The solid
curve is tanh[(y−1.5)/1.7] which describes measured p-p¯
FFs relative to e+-e− FFs for jet energies below 70 GeV.40
The FF parametrization used in this study for p-p colli-
sions (solid curves, left panel) is the e+-e− parametriza-
tion from Ref. [25] modified by the tanh factor.
It is true that e+-e− FFs are observed within a full
4pi acceptance whereas p-p¯ FFs are reconstructed from a45
more-limited solid angle (e.g. pair of cones). However, we
conjecture that e+-e− vs p-p¯ differences may arise at least
in part because some low-momentum part of the p-p¯ FFs
is excluded from the mid-rapidity angular acceptance due
to longitudinal transport, as discussed in Ref. [23] Sec.50
XIII-C. For 6 GeV dijets (lowest solid and dashed curves,
left panel) e+-e− FFs give 2nch,j ≈ 5 whereas p-p dijets
give 2nch,j ≈ 2. Extrapolated to 3 GeV jets only about
40% of the fragments in e+-e− FFs may appear in p-p¯
FFs. The p-p¯ FF parametrization then serves as a lower55
limit for comparisons in this study.
IV. DIJET PRODUCTION IN p-p COLLISIONS
Figure 3 (left panel) shows transverse rapidity yt spec-
tra for ten multiplicity classes from 200 GeV non-single-
diffractive (NSD) p-p collisions normalized by soft multi-60
plicity ns (defined below) integrated within angular ac-
ceptance ∆η = 1 at mid-rapidity [27]. Transverse rapid-
ity for unidentified hadrons is defined as yt = ln[(mt +
pt)/mpi]. The spectra are described accurately by the
sum of two fixed model functions Sˆ0(yt) and Hˆ0(yt) (unit-65
normal soft and hard model components), the amplitudes
ns (soft) and nh (hard) within some acceptance ∆η vary-
ing with nch = ns + nh (n˜ch ≈ 0.5nch is the observed
4uncorrected multiplicity) [27].
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FIG. 3: Left: Transverse-rapidity spectra for eleven multi-
plicity classes from 200 GeV NSD p-p collisions normalized by
soft multiplicity ns within ∆η = 1 [27]. Observed multiplicity
nˆch is about 50% of the corrected multiplicity nch. The dash-
dotted curve is unit-normal soft reference S0. Right: The
ratio of hard to soft multiplicity (solid dots) plotted vs the
soft multiplicity density. The trend indicates that dijets scale
as nh ∝ n2s (solid line) inconsistent with the trend ∝ n4/3s
(dashed curve) expected from the eikonal approximation.
Figure 3 (right panel) shows the measured relation
nh = αn
2
s with α ≈ 0.006 for acceptance ∆η = 1.
Substantial evidence supports the interpretation that ns
represents small-x fragments from projectile proton dis-5
sociation and nh represents fragments from transverse-
scattered-parton fragmentation [20, 29]. That interpre-
tation is consistent with quantitative QCD calculations
derived from measured FFs and measured dijet cross sec-
tions [23]. We then obtain a quantitative relation be-10
tween hadron production via projectile dissociation and
via scattered-parton fragmentation, with small-x partons
(mainly gluons) as the common element.
Based on the argument by analogy presented above
we assume that soft hadron production follows a den-15
sity distribution on longitudinal rapidity or pseudorapid-
ity varying self-similarly with beam rapidity in the form
∆yb = yb − yb0, where yb0 represents an energy cutoff
scale Q0 ≈ 10 GeV discussed below. For the self-similar
system we then expect dns/dη ∝ ∆yb and ns,tot ∝ (∆yb)220
in 4pi analogous to 2nch,j ∝ (ymax − ymin)2 for FFs.
Given a spectrum hard component representing MB
jets and the data in Fig. 3 (right panel) we can write
dnh/dη = f(∆η)2n¯ch,j ≈ 0.006(dns/dη)2, (1)
where f = dnj/dη is the MB dijet density on η, (∆η) ∈
[0.5, 1] is the fraction of a dijet that appears in ∆η and25
2n¯ch,j is the mean dijet fragment multiplicity within 4pi.
Combined with the soft-component energy dependence
above we have f ∝ (∆yb)2 as the expected beam-energy
dependence for MB dijet production at mid-rapidity.
If ns is a proxy for participant small-x partons and MB30
dijet production scales accurately as n2s we can conclude
that the number of binary parton-parton collisions is
Nbin ∝ N2part, where Npart represents the number of par-
ticipant small-x partons in a p-p collision. The quadratic
relation implies that any combination of participant par-35
tons may result in a large-angle dijet, inconsistent with
the eikonal approximation where we expect Nbin ∝ N4/3part
or equivalently nh/ns ∝ n1/3s as shown in Fig. 3 (right
panel) (dashed curve).
V. ISR AND Spp¯S JET PRODUCTION40
The AFS/R807 and UA1 collaborations have sepa-
rately measured jet total cross sections and differential
jet pt spectra down to very low jet energies for several
beam energies. In the previous section we determined
that MB jets (effectively the lowest-energy jets) should45
scale with beam rapidity as dnj/dη ∝ (∆yb)2. We now
add two more assumptions: (a) differential jet spectra
scale vertically in the same way, and (b) the spectrum
width on jet rapidity ymax scales with ∆ymax (defined
below). We rescale the measured spectra accordingly and50
examine the consequences.
A. UA1 low-energy jet spectra
Figure 4 (left panel) shows jet spectra for five p-p colli-
sion energies from the ISR (43 and 63 GeV [1]) and Spp¯S
(200, 500 and 900 GeV [14]) plotted conventionally on55
pt. Those innovative analyses provide unique access to
very low jet energies. The solid curves through the data
are described below.
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FIG. 4: Left: Inclusive jet cross sections (points) from ISR [1]
and Spp¯S [14] collisions at five energies extending down to 5
GeV/c jet momentum. The 17 GeV curve is a model extrap-
olation applicable to Pb-Pb collisions at the SPS. Right: Jet
(jet-event) total cross sections from Ref. [14]. The curves are
described in the text.
Figure 4 (right panel) shows UA1 total cross sections
for MB jet production. The curve passing through data60
is described below. The point-to-point deviations are
small compared to the systematic-uncertainty estimates
(±20%). However, an overall scale uncertainty factor
2 as described in Ref. [14] is consistent with jet-related
spectrum structure described in Sec. VI A.65
In the following subsections we rescale the measured
jet spectra for various energies to fall on a single model
5function which we determine. The result is a univer-
sal curve that can be back-transformed to describe all jet
spectrum data for collision energies below 1 TeV. We can
then integrate the individual spectra to obtain dσj/dη
and multiply that by an empirical expression for the ef-
fective 4pi η acceptance ∆η4pi to obtain the energy trend5
for the total cross section σj0.
B. Parametrized global jet spectrum model
The conditional jet spectrum for a given collision en-
ergy
√
s is denoted by d2σj/dymaxdη ≡ Sp(ymax|yb) with
beam rapidity yb defined relative to pion mass as yb =10
ln(
√
s/0.14 GeV). Systematic analysis of available jet
production data leads to a simple parametrization based
on parameters yb0 ≡ ln(Q0/0.14) with Q0 ≈ 10 GeV and
ym0 = ln(2Ecut/0.14). We then define ∆yb = yb − yb0
and ∆ymax = yb − ym0, with normalized parton rapidity15
u = (ymax − ym0)/∆ymax.
Section IV established that the hard-component den-
sity dnh/dη (and presumably dijet production dnj/dη)
in 200 GeV p-p collisions scales with the soft-component
density as dnh/dη ∝ (dns/dη)2. Given that relation and20
dns/dη ∝ ∆yb at mid-rapidity we expect dijet production
at mid-rapidity to scale vertically as dnj/dη ∝ (∆yb)2,
with constant yb0 based on a jet production cutoff near 10
GeV observed for jet-related correlations [18, 30]. Given
results in Sec. III A we also rescale jet rapidity ymax hor-25
izontally by factor ∆ymax to normalized rapidity u. The
data then collapse to a single locus consistent with a
Gaussian if parameter ym0 corresponds to Ecut ≈ 3 GeV.
Figure 5 (left panel) shows data from Fig. 4 (left panel)
with the jet spectrum (points) rescaled vertically by fac-30
tor (∆yb)
2 and parton rapidity ymax rescaled horizon-
tally to u by factor ∆ymax, with ym0 = 3.8 correspond-
ing to Ecut = 3.13 GeV. All jet data for p-p collision
energies below 1 TeV fall on a common fitted locus
0.15 exp(−u2/2σ2u) (solid curve). The parametrized par-35
ton spectrum conditional on beam rapidity is then
d2σj
dymaxdη
= pt
d2σj
dptdη
(2)
= 0.026∆y2b
1√
2piσ2u
e−u
2/2σ2u ,
where 0.026/
√
2piσ2u = 0.15 and σu ≈ 1/7 is determined
empirically from the jet data. All jet production over
nine decades is represented by parameters yb0, ym0, σu
and σX , the last an overall cross-section scale. Endpoints40
yb0 and ym0 are closely related by kinematic limits on
charged-hadron jet production from small-x partons.
Figure 5 (right panel) shows the ISR and Spp¯S cross-
section data from the left panel plotted in a conven-
tional log-log format, the curves defined by Eq. (2) with45
beam energies noted. The dotted curve corresponds to√
s = 630 GeV. All curves extend to u = 0.9 correspond-
ing to partons with momentum fraction x ≈ 2/3 where
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FIG. 5: Left: Rescaled jet spectra for several energies [1,
10, 14] plotted vs normalized fragment rapidity u. The data
fall on a common curve 0.15 exp(−25.5u2). Right: The same
data plotted in a conventional format. The dashed and dotted
curves through the data are derived from the universal trend
(solid curve) in the left panel as described in the text.
the kinematic limit of projectile-proton energy is deter-
mining. That format is used for other comparisons below.50
C. Jet production energy systematics
Figure 6 (left panel) shows the jet differential cross
section on η obtained by integrating Eq. (2)
dσj
dη
≈ 0.026∆y2b∆ymax (3)
which defines the solid curve. The solid points represent
spectra in Fig. 4 (left panel) from Refs. [1, 14]. The open55
circle predicts the jet cross section for 7 TeV.
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FIG. 6: Left: Integrals of the spectra in Fig. 4 (left panel)
(solid points) assuming a common spectrum cutoff at Ecut = 3
GeV. The solid curve is Eq. (3). Right: Jet-event total cross
sections reported in Ref. [14] (solid points). The solid curve
is Eq. (4). The dashed curves are described in the text.
Figure 6 (right panel) shows the corresponding jet total
cross section σj0. From comparison of measured total
cross sections and jet spectra in Ref. [14] we infer ∆η4pi ≈
1.3∆yb. The total cross section for jets within 4pi is then60
σj0 = ∆η4pi
dσj
dη
(4)
≈ 0.034∆y3b∆ymax.
6plotted as the solid curve. The solid points repeated
from Fig. 4 (right panel) are consistent with the energy
dependence of Eq. (4). The dashed curves corresponding
to 0.13∆y2b∆ymax and 0.009∆y
4
b∆ymax provide an indi-
cation of the uncertainty in the form of Eq. (4).
VI. DIJETS AND 200 GEV p-p SPECTRA
In the previous section we obtained a universal jet5
spectrum extending down to a lower limit near 3 GeV
with form consistent with general dijet production over a
large collision-energy range and a dijet production cross
section similarly consistent with a broad context. We
now combine the jet production model from Sec. V with10
FF systematics from Sec. III to predict jet fragment con-
tributions to hadron spectra at 200 GeV. We compare
the yt spectrum hard component H(yt) from 200 GeV
NSD p-p collisions with the fragment distribution (FD)
or jet-ensemble-mean FF D¯u(y) for unidentified hadrons15
A. Predicting jet-related spectrum structure
The FD for unidentified hadron fragments from p-p col-
lisions with beam rapidity yb is obtained by convoluting
p-p FFs Du(y|ymax) with parton spectrum Sp(ymax|yb)
D¯u(y|yb) = ∆η4pi
σj0
∫
dymaxDu(y|ymax)Sp(ymax|yb).(5)
The per-dijet FD integrates to mean dijet multiplicity20
2n¯ch,j(yb). The FD is related to the per-event spectrum
hard component ytH(yt, nch) ≡ d2nh/dytdη by
ytH(yt, nch|yb) ≈ f(nch)(∆η)D¯u(y|yb), (6)
where f is the dijet η density per p-p collision and (∆η)
is the fraction of a dijet appearing in acceptance ∆η given
the appearance of one of the jets there (the relation of25
y to yt is discussed in Sec. VIII D). The value (1) ≈
0.6 corresponds to the η acceptance for the analysis in
Ref. [27]. The value of f for 200 GeV NSD p-p collisions
is derived in the next subsection from results in Sec. V.
B. Dijet production per NSD collision at 200 GeV30
Figure 7 (left panel) shows parametrizations of several
cross-section trends on p-p collision energy summarizing
data shown in Ref. [31]. The inelastic cross section is
described by σinel = [32+∆y
2
b ] mb (topmost curve). The
other trends are expressed as fractions σSD = 0.17σinel35
and σNSD = 0.83σinel (lower curves). At 200 GeV (open
circles) σinel ≈ 41 mb, σSD ≈ 7 mb and σNSD ≈ 34 mb.
Those cross sections are used for the 200 GeV spectrum
prediction below.
Figure 7 (right panel) shows the predicted collision-40
energy trend for the η density of dijets per NSD p-p
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FIG. 7: Left: Curves summarizing collision-energy trends
for three cross sections as reported in Ref. [31]. Right: The
energy trend of the dijet frequency or dijet η density per unit
NSD p-p collision f = (1/σNSD)dσj/dη (solid curve) is in-
ferred from the NSD curve in the left panel and from Eq. (3).
collision fNSD = dnj/dη = (1/σNSD)dσj/dη with value
fNSD ≈ 0.029 for 200 GeV collisions corresponding to
σj0 ≈ 4 mb. Asymptotically, fNSD should increase with
collision energy as ln(
√
s/3 GeV) (dashed curve).45
C. Jet FDs vs hadron spectrum hard components
Figure 8 (left panel) shows unit-normal spectrum hard
components in the form H(yt, nch)/nh from 200 NSD p-p
collision for nine multiplicity classes (spanning the inter-
val nch/∆η ∈ [2, 25]) corresponding to more than a fac-50
tor 100 increase in the dijet rate per p-p collision. The
hard component is derived from the normalized spectra
in Fig. 3 (left panel) by subtracting fixed soft-component
model S0(yt) and dividing by an additional factor nh/ns
represented by the straight line in the right panel of that55
figure. The hard component has a consistent shape inde-
pendent of nch except for a contribution below 0.5 GeV/c
(yt ≈ 2) for smaller nch. The dashed curve is the unit-
normal Gaussian model Hˆ0(yt) defined in Ref. [27].
Figure 8 (right panel) shows hard-component data in60
the form ytH(yt) from 200 GeV NSD p-p collisions (solid
points) divided by factor f(∆η = 1) = 0.017 according
to Eq. (6). D¯u(y) (dashed curve) provides a prediction
for the spectrum hard component per dijet into 4pi based
on a parametrization of measured p-p FFs as in Fig. 265
and a jet spectrum model based on ISR and Spp¯S data
as discussed above. The integral of D¯u(y) is 2n¯ch,j ≈
2.2. This prediction is quantitatively consistent with a
previous mean fragment distribution derived from FFs
and pQCD parton spectrum [23] and compares well with70
the yt spectrum hard-component data (solid points).
Two parton spectrum models have been employed. In
Ref. [23] an ad hoc power-law form was used equivalent
to dσj/dpt ∝ 1/p5.75t cut off near 3 GeV (ym0 ≈ 3.75) and
integrating to dσj/dη ≈ 1.15 mb (dotted curve). In the75
present study a Gaussian form defined by Eq. (2) (dash-
dotted curve) was inferred from ISR and Spp¯S jet spectra.
The spectrum endpoint represented by ym0 is slightly
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Left: Spectrum hard compo-
nents H(yt) for nine multiplicity classes normalized by hard-
component multiplicity nh compared to unit-normal model
function Hˆ0(yt) [27]. Right: The spectrum hard component
for 200 GeV NSD p-p collisions in the form ytH(yt)/f (solid
points) compared to calculated mean fragment distribution
D¯u(y) (dashed curve) with yb = yt, y or ymax. Two spectrum
models Sp(ymax) are compared with a 200 GeV jet spectrum
(open squares, [14]). The dash-dotted curve that generated
D¯u(y) is Eq. (2). The dotted curve is described in the text.
lower (2.5 GeV) than the value (3 GeV) that best de-
scribes the UA1 200 GeV spectrum data (open squares).80
The Gaussian jet spectrum integrates to 0.85 mb. If the
UA1 data are displaced to the left by 1 GeV or reduced by
factor 2 (either adjustment is within the stated system-
atic uncertainties of the UA1 measurements) they fall on
the parametrized parton spectrum (dash-dotted curve).
This comparison establishes that jet spectra and FFs5
derived from p-p¯ collisions across several collision ener-
gies and experiments can be combined to predict the jet-
related contribution to single-particle spectra down to
the lowest-energy jets (≈ 3 GeV) and lowest-momentum
hadron fragments (≈ 0.35 GeV/c). That result and10
directly-related correlation measurements provide a self-
consistent quantitative description of low-energy jets and
fragmentation that can be easily scaled to LHC energies
as a reference for higher-energy collisions.
VII. COMPARISON WITH RECENT JET DATA15
Figure 9 (left panel) shows a comparison between Teva-
tron jet cross sections [4–6] and the reference model. The
0.63 TeV data agree with the reference (dotted curve)
and Spp¯S data for higher jet energies near 100 GeV but
shift to the left of the dotted curve for lower jet ener-20
gies. The 1.8 and 1.96 TeV cross sections are a factor 9
low compared to the reference, but otherwise agree with
the shape. The model curves terminate at normalized
rapidity u = 0.9 or momentum fraction x ≈ 2/3.
Figure 9 (right panel) shows a comparison between25
LHC jet cross sections [7–9] and the reference system.
Some of the 7 TeV data (solid triangles, open crosses)
fall a factor 15 below the reference. Other 7 TeV data
(open triangles, R = 0.6) are consistent with the UA1
0.9 TeV data (solid stars) near Ejet = 50 GeV but rise30
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FIG. 9: Left: Tevatron jet spectra for three energies
(points, [4–6]) compared to the spectrum reference system
(dashed and dotted curves). Right: LHC jet spectra for 7
TeV p-p collisions (points, [7–9]) compared to the spectrum
reference system. UA1 data for 0.9 TeV (stars) are included
for comparison in the left panel.
through the 7 TeV reference curve for lower jet energies.
It should be noted that the vertical scaling accord-
ing to (∆yb)
2 adopted at lower jet and collision ener-
gies based on the non-eikonal trend nj ∼ nh ∝ n2s may
break down at larger jet and collision energies where35
the corresponding transverse length scale is substantially
smaller and the semiclassical eikonal approximation may
be more appropriate, with consequently reduced jet cross
sections. Direct comparison with hadron spectrum data
in Sec. VI A suggests that the UA1 cross sections forming40
the basis for the model may be a factor 1.5-2 high.
VIII. DISCUSSION
A. What can theory Monte Carlos predict?
The jet production model developed in this study has
several features. The energy cutoffs represented by yb045
and ym0 are nonperturbative, determined by or consis-
tent with previous analysis and probably both related
to the observed threshold for parton fragmentation to
charged hadrons near Ejet = 3 GeV. The non-eikonal
nh ∝ n2s trend used to determine the vertical scaling is50
empirically determined from p-p data. What remains is
an overall cross-section scale σX and the shape (approxi-
mately Gaussian) and width of the model jet spectrum on
normalized rapidity u that may be determined by mea-
sured proton PDFs and the parton-parton cross section55
determined by QCD theory. The results of this analysis,
the simplicity of the jet production model, suggest that
the system of PDFs on (x,Q2) may also be amenable to
scaling and parametrization as shown for FFs in Fig. 1.
Current p-p Monte Carlos such as PYTHIA [17] and60
HERWIG [15, 16] are based on the eikonal approxima-
tion and cannot therefore describe certain features of p-p
collisions. An example can be found in Fig. 3 (top panel)
of Ref. [32] where standard PYTHIA (open diamonds)
fails to describe 〈pt〉 vs nch data from 7 TeV p-p col-65
8lisions, exhibiting the expected eikonal n
1/3
ch trend for
that case. An ad hoc color reconnection (CR) mecha-
nism (open crosses) must be added to accommodate the
data. Certain A-A Monte Carlos based on PYTHIA such
as HIJING [24] and AMPT [33] (indirectly through HI-
JING on which it is based) are confronted with the same
issue. Failure of HIJING to describe jet-related angular
correlations in a Glauber linear superposition context is5
discussed in Sec. VIII-I of Ref. [18].
B. Systematic uncertainties
The jet production model developed in this study relies
on four parameters and a Gaussian functional form. The
collision-energy lower bound on dijet production that de-10
termines yb0 = ln(10/0.14) ≈ 4.3 was actually deter-
mined previously by angular correlation data and denotes
an energy intercept near 10 GeV at which MB jet produc-
tion appears to cease [18, 30]. The jet production cutoff
is similar to but experimentally distinct from a cutoff for15
nonjet quadrupole production near 13.5 GeV [34]. The
same lower bound applied in this case to jet production
data through factor (∆yb)
2 results in a tight vertical cor-
relation of data near the low-energy end of jet spectra.
The same cutoff inferred from data at and below 20020
GeV was used in Ref. [35] (Fig. 14, left panel) to predict
the charged-hadron production trend for Pb-Pb at 2.76
TeV. The agreement with LHC data is good. The vertical
rescaling is inconsistent with the eikonal approximation
applied to p-p collisions, as noted in Sec. IV.25
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FIG. 10: Left: Data from Fig. 5 (left panel) with cutoff
parameter ym0 reduced from 3.8 to 3.6 (2.6 GeV). Right: The
same with ym0 increased from 3.8 to 4.0 (3.8 GeV).
Figure 10 shows the variation of rescaled jet data as the
spectrum cutoff parameter Ecut is varied from 2.6 GeV
(left panel) to 3.8 GeV (right panel). The smaller num-
ber is not excluded by the low-jet-energy UA1 data but
does increase the mismatch with higher-energy jets. The30
larger number is ruled out by the low-jet-energy data.
The scatter there is significantly increased.
Given the rescaled data the Gaussian model width is
defined by 1/2σ2u = 25.5 ± 1. Variation outside that
interval is excluded. The shape of the model function was35
tested by varying n in the expression exp(−|u|n/2σ2u).
Deviations outside n = 2.0± 0.2 are excluded by data.
A major test of the jet production model for low-energy
jets and the p-p FF parametrization is direct comparison
with single-particle spectrum hard components from p-p40
collisions as in Sec. VI C. The shape and amplitude of
the hadron spectrum hard component is consistent with
a jet spectrum lower bound near 3 GeV and the Gaus-
sian spectrum shape, but does not exclude a power-law
shape. The FF modification appearing in Fig. 2 is essen-45
tial to match the hadron spectrum data. Without the p-p¯
FF cutoff the fragment distribution in Fig. VI C would
greatly exceed the hadron spectrum data below 1 GeV/c.
Note that the spectrum hard component is not biased by
event-wise jet reconstruction and should correspond to50
an upper limit on jet fragment number. Nevertheless,
the results are consistent with the p-p¯ FFs. The hadron
spectrum data prefer a low-energy parton spectrum Sp
either shifted to lower jet energy by 1 GeV or reduced
in amplitude by a factor 1.5-2. Either modification is55
consistent with stated uncertainties in Ref. [14].
It can be argued that there is a close relation between
parameters yb0 (or 10 GeV) and ym0 (or 3 GeV) since
both relate to kinematic limits on jet production. Mea-
sured jet inclusive cross sections typically fall off sharply60
relative to the model trends from this study beyond a
momentum approximately 2/3 of the projectile energy or
x ≈ 2/3 (corresponding to scaled rapidity u ≈ 0.9). We
also observe in hadron spectra and correlations a cutoff
in parton fragmentation to charged hadrons near 3 GeV65
jet energy. From the jet cross-section trends we then ex-
pect a corresponding jet production cutoff near collision
energy
√
s = 2× 3/2× 3 = 9 GeV.
C. Predicting jet fragment yields
Reference [27] inferred the per-event hard-component70
density as dnh/dη = α(dns/dη)
2 ≈ 0.005(2.5)2 ≈ 0.03
from a two-component spectrum analysis. The assump-
tion was then made that dnh/dη = f2n¯ch,j , where f is
the dijet frequency within acceptance ∆η = 1. Assum-
ing 2n¯ch,j = 2.5 extrapolated from CDF data yielded75
f ≈ 0.012. It is interesting to reconsider that estimate
based on the analysis in Ref. [23] and the current study.
In Ref. [23] the integrated jet total cross section was
estimated to be σj0 ≈ 2.5 mb, the 4pi η acceptance was
taken as ∆η4pi = 5 and σNSD ≈ 0.87× 42 = 36.5 mb [36]80
giving f = σj0/∆η4piσNSD ≈ 0.014, close to the value
inferred in Ref. [27]. In the present study based on UA1
numbers σj0 → 4 mb, ∆η4pi → 4 or dσj/dη ≈ 1 and
σNSD → 34 mb, with f ≈ 0.029 as in Fig. 7 (right panel).
The analysis in Ref. [27] omitted factor (∆η) that re-85
lates dijet fragment detection in 4pi as at LEP to dijet
detection within a limited acceptance ∆η, with (1) ≈ 0.6
relevant to that analysis. Also, the result in Fig. 3 (right
panel) indicates that α ≈ 0.006 is a more accurate param-
eter value than 0.005, leading to dnh/dη ≈ 0.038. Com-90
bining those results we obtain 2n¯ch,j = (1/f)dnh/dη ≈
92.2. Thus, although there were substantial changes in
several factors the original assumption about mean dijet
multiplicity is consistent with what is inferred directly
from the spectrum data and jet production cross sections.
In Ref. [27] an extrapolated mean dijet multiplicity es-
timate was used to infer f . In the present study a calcu-
lated value for f based on high-energy jet measurements
is used to infer the mean dijet multiplicity. The inferred5
value 2.2 (for MB p-p jets) is about 40% of the expected
5.7 for LEP 3 GeV FFs and is roughly consistent with
the cutoff function (solid curve) in Fig. 2 (left panel).
D. Momentum and rapidity components
Most of the FFs from LEP and HERA are reported in10
terms of fragment total momentum p or momentum frac-
tion xp = p/pjet from which we infer fragment rapidity
y. However, the ALEPH collaboration has reported frag-
ment momenta as cylindrical components pz and pt [11].
It is interesting to note that FFs plotted vs longitudinal15
(along the jet thrust axis) rapidity yz derived from pz
are flat near the origin yz = 0 (do not descend to zero)
but fall toward zero with approach to the parton rapid-
ity yz,max. We conclude that the fall to zero near y = 0
for FFs based on total momentum p as in Fig. 1 is a20
result of the Jacobian between y and yz. The so-called
“hump-backed plateau” is a result of that Jacobian. The
distribution on yz, flat near the parton-parton center of
momentum, is intuitively expected based on fragmenta-
tion of a color field (string) drawn between two recoiling25
partons (e.g. q-q¯ pair).
In comparisons between LEP FFs based on p and
hadron spectra from nuclear collisions based on pt as in
Sec. VI C there may also be a significant Jacobian effect.
pt relative to a nuclear collision axis is approximately pz30
along a jet thrust axis for jets near mid rapidity. Thus,
in Fig. 8 some disagreement between D¯u(y) and ytH(yt)
may be expected below 1 GeV/c because of mismatched
rapidity definitions.
IX. SUMMARY35
A universal parametrization of jet production in high
energy nuclear collisions has been constructed and com-
pared with inclusive jet cross sections at several energies.
The model is motivated by the need to provide a fixed
reference for comparisons among different jet-production40
data sets and between jet-related data and theory Monte
Carlos, given that data analysis methods and Monte Car-
los have evolved significantly over three decades.
The jet production model is based on a previous de-
scription of e+-e− fragmentation functions (FFs) derived45
by scaling their fragment rapidity dependence for a range
of parton energies to a universal data trend described by
a simple two-parameter model function. The same scal-
ing technique is applied in this case to jet rapidity spectra
acquired for a range of projectile proton energies. The50
energy scaling in the model is determined by an observed
non-eikonal trend of jet production in p-p collisions, by
the measured collision-energy scaling of jet-related angu-
lar correlations in Au-Au collisions and by an observed
cutoff of jet production near 3 GeV jet energy.55
The model describes ISR and Spp¯S jet data within
their uncertainties for collider energies below 1 TeV and
jet energies below 200 GeV. Comparisons with Tevatron
and LHC jet data at higher beam and jet energies reveals
smooth systematic differences that may reveal a break-60
down of the model assumptions at higher energy scales
and/or systematic biases in some inclusive cross sections.
The jet spectrum model evaluated at 200 GeV is
combined with a parametrization of FFs derived from
Tevatron p-p¯ collisions to predict the contribution of65
minimum-bias jets (spectrum hard component) to the
hadron pt spectrum from 200 GeV NSD p-p collisions.
The data description is good provided that the jet spec-
trum is shifted to lower jet energy by 1 GeV or reduced
in amplitude by factor 1.5-2, either adjustment permitted70
by the stated uncertainty of UA1 jet cross sections.
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